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1. Introduction

It has been known for some time that the socalled Hubert's 3rd problem
which deals with equidecomposability of polytypes ("scissors congruence") is
related to homological algebra (see e.g. Jessen-Karpf-Thorup [14]). Recently
C.H. Sah in his book [19] has demonstrated the close relationship between
this problem and the group cohomology of the relevant Lie groups considered
as discrete groups. The present approach carries this idea further and is actu-
ally dual to Sah's. It starts out from the observation that for any subgroup G
of the group E(n) of isometrics of Euclidean space Rn

y the scissors congruence
group 3?(Rn, G) is a homology group to begin with (Theorem 2.3). (Although

much of what follows is valid for more general fields, we shall throughout re-
strict to the ground field being R.) For G=rΐ(ri), the group of translations,
Jessen and Thorup [15] (see also Sah [19, chapter 4]) has shown that £P(R*, Ύ(n))
is separated by the Hadwiger invariants, and using their result we show
(Section 3):

Theorem 1.1. Let 3(Rn) be the Tits complex of flags of proper linear

subspaces of Rn. Let g be the local coefficient system given by β^oD..o f̂.= Uiy

and put

<D\R") = an.q_^(Rn), Λi(fl)) , f = 1, 2, -, if .

Then there is a natural isomorphism

h:

Furthermore h is equίvariant with respect to the natural action of Έ,(ri)/rΐ(ri)=O(ri)
on the left and the action on the right induced by det(£)Λ9 EΞ (g) for g£Ξθ(ri).

Here ft denotes the homology of the chain-complex augmented to A9

R(Rn)
in degree —1, so in particular <Dn(Rn)=Λχ(Rn) corresponding to the Hadwiger
invariant given by the volume. In general
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where the summation is taken over all strict flags (i.e. codim [/,-= i+1), and
the injectivity of A is just the theorem of Jessen and Thorup. The surjeclivity
expresses the precise relations between the Hadwiger invariants (Proposition
3.16 below; see also Sah [19, chapter 5]).

The problem of determining S>(Rn)=$)(R, E(n)) is thus a- matter of com-
puting the 0-th homology groups of the discrete group O(n) with coefficients in
the modules <D9(Rny (where the index ' indicates that we have twisted the
natural action by the determinant). For this we use (in Section 4) some exact
sequences due to Lusztig [16] to set up a spectral sequence converging to zero
and with H0(O(n), <D\R*)*) in the E^-term. The differentials are thus separat-
ing invariants and some of them can be interpreted as generalizations of the
classical Dehn invariant. In fact

Corollary 1.2. a) There is an exact sequence

0 -» #2(SO(3), R3) -> S>(R3)IZ2(R3) -̂  R®(R/Z) - ^(80(3), R3) -* 0
z

where SO(3) acts in the natural way on R3, D is the Dehn invariant, and Sζ2(jR3)
is the subgroup generated by all prisms.

b) In particular #2(SO(3), R3)=0 by Sydler's theorem and ^(80(3), R3)
is a vector space of dimension as the continuum.

For the definition of D and Sydler's theorem see e.g. Jessen [12]. Apart
from the identification of D, the above exact sequence is dual to Sah [19, chapter
5, proposition 7.5]. It would be nice to have a direct algebraic proof of b)
thus proving Sydler's theorem via a).

In the case of spherical geometry which we consider in Section 5, the Stein-

berg module St(Rn)=ffn_2(3(Rn)y Z) plays a role analogous to S)q above.
The analogue of Corollary 1.2 for S>(83) reads

Theorem 1.3. a) There is an exact sequence

0 -> A -* fl 3(SU(2), Z} -> £>(S3)/Z - > R®(R/Z) -> #2(SU(2), Z) -> 0 .
z

Here D is the Dehn invariant, ^ZCS^S3) is generated by the class of the total
sphere [S3] and A is an abelian group satisfying 2NA=0 for some integer N.

b) Let *: 5>(53)->Λ be given by *[P]=Vol(P)/Vol(S3) where Vol is the
volume. Then the composite map

fl 3(SU(2), Z) -> £P(S3)/Z --» R\Z

is the evaluation of the Cheeger- Simons class C2eίf3(SU(2), R/Z).
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For the definition of the Cheeger-Simons class, see Cheeger- Simons [6],
According to Cheeger [5], H3(SU(2)y Z) has infinite rank but it is not even
known if C2 evaluated on a homology class can be irrational. In any case it
follows from Theorem 1.3 that Vol and the Dehn invariant are separating in-
variants for 5>(S3) iff the kernel of C2: #3(SU(2), Z)-*R/Z is a 2-torsion group

of finite exponent (see also Jessen [11]).
Similar remarks hold for the hyperbolic space <$ί3 where we obtain

Theorem 1.4. There is an exact sequence

D
0 -> B -* #3(S1(2, C), Z)- -> 3>(<Ά3) - > R®(R/Z) -> #2(S1(2, C), Z)~ -* 0

where D is the Dehn invariant, B an abelian group with 2NB=0 for some integer
N, and ~ indicates the -\-eigenspace for the automorphism induced by complex
conjugation.

Notice that H2(Sl(2, C), Z)=K2(C) (see Sah-Wagoner [20]) and so in
particular the sequence in Theorem 1.4 answers a question raised in Sah [19,
chapter 7, p. 148].

Acknowlegement. I would like to thank several people who have contri-
buted to this paper: D. Sullrvan for the original inspiration a few years ago,
and C.-H. Sah for valuable comments and suggestions during the preparation
of this paper. Also his book [19] is a useful general reference for the entire
subject.

Most of this paper was written during a stay at Osaka University and I
want to thank everybody there and especially Prof. M. Nakaoka for their hospi-
tality and interest in this work. Finally thanks are also due to The Japan So-
ciety for the Promotion of Science which supported my visit in Japan.

2. Preliminaries

Algebra of poly topes.

Let X be either the Euclidean space Rn, the sphere SΛ or the hyperbolic

space Mn. A k-sίmpkx σ in X is just an ordered set of points cr~(tf0, aί9 •••, ak),

aiELX, where in the spherical case we assume the distance between any two of

these points to be less than π. The underlying geometric simplex \σ\ is the

geodesic convex hull (in the spherical case of diameter <π) and for k=n \σ\

is said to be proper if it is not contained in a (n— l)-dimensional geodesic

subspace. A polytope PξiX is a finite union P— (J |cr t | of proper geometric
f

w-simplices such that any two intersect in a common face of dimension less

than n.
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Now let G be a subgroup of the group of isometrics of X and define ^(X, G)
to be the free abelian group generated by all polytopes P modulo the relations

(i) [P] - [P'] + [P"] if P=Pr U P" and P' Π P"

(2.1) has no interior points,

(ii) [P] = [gP],

, G) is called the poly tope group or scissors congruence group for (X, G), and

the general problem is to determine the structure of this group.
For any group G and M a (left) G-module the coinvarίants of G is the

group

where / is generated by all elements of the form gx — x, with g^G,
With this notation we clearly have by relation (2.1) (ii):

Proposition 2.2. a) For H C G an invariant subgroup

2>(X, G) = C/HS>(X, H)

b) In particular

<P(X,G)=C9>(X,{\}).

Thus it is no wonder that the calculation of $(X, G) is related to homology
of groups since after all H0(G, M)=GM and the higher homology functors are

the derived of this functor in M (Cartan-Eilenberg [4, chapter 5]). However,
also the relation (2.1) (i) can be expressed in terms of homology as follows:

The Eilenberg-MacLane chain complex.

Let C#(X) be the chain complex generated by simplices σ=(a0, •••,#/,) as
defined above, with the usual boundary homomorphism

and for any p let C*(X)P be the subcomplex generated by all simplices σ lying

in geodesic subspaces of dimension at most p. Notice that a group G of iso-

metries of X acts on C*(X) by

and that C*(X)P is stable under this action. Finally if M is any G-module we
let Mt= Z*®M, where Z* is the integers with the action for g ̂  G given by

z
multiplication by +1 or —1 depending on g being orientation preserving or

reversing. With this notation we have:
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Theorem 2.3. Given an orientation of X there are canonical isomorphisms

S?(X, G)<xHn(e[

Proof. The second isomorphism is obvious from the fact that every w-

chain in C*(X)/C#(X)n~1 is a cycle. By proposition 2.2 it suffices to exhibit
an equivariant isomorphism

(2.4) φ: Hn(C*(X)IC*(XΓl) -> £(X, {!}):

Given an orientation of X, φ is simply defined by sending a proper w-simplex

o =(aθJ •••,#„) to φ(σ)=Bσ\σ\ where £σ= + l or —1 according to whether the
orientation of X agrees with the ordering of the vertices (α0, •••,#„) or not.
To see that φ vanishes on boundaries is easiest using a topological argument:

Let Δ*£/2*+1 be the standard ^-simplex Δ*— (eQί •••,**); then any ^-simplex

σ=(a0, •••, ak) gives rise to a continuous map/: Δ*— * | σ | ξ= X constructed induc-

tively by considering |σ | as the geodesic cone on |(ΛI, •••, 0*)| with top point
aQ. In particular for any (w+l)-simρlex σ=(a0y •••, an+1) we get that

is a map of degree 0. If ri=(a0y • ;,ώt, •• ,^«+ι) is proper then £σ=(— I)1 or
(— l)ί+1 depending on/ | \(eQy ~,eh •• ,^Λ+ι)| beeing orientation preserving or
reversing. Therefore if we subdivide any proper simplex | τ, | by the bound-

ing hyperplanes of the other ones, then every piece in the resulting subdivision
occur in the sum

Σ (-ΐ)ier<\ri\ = φ(9σ)
TI proper

with multiplicity zero. It follows that φ is well defined, and obviously φ is
surjective.

Now we want to construct the inverse map

(2.5) *: S(X, {!}) - Hj(Ct(X)ICt (X)"-1) .

For this first recall the well-known observation that ^(X, {!}) is generated by
all convex polytopes (again in the spherical case of diameter <τr) subject to

the relations

(2-6) [P] = [PJ+[PA,

where P=Pλ (JP2is a simple subdivision, i.e. The convex polytope P is divided

into the convex polytopes PI and P2 by a cutting geodesic hyperplane (c.f. Sah
[19, chapter 1]). Next it is easy to see (by induction on n) that a convex polytope

P can be triangulated as a simplicial complex P= | K \ such that all w-simplices
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in .fiΓ are proper. Therefore in any such simplex σ=(βo> ••*,#«) we can order
the vertices compatible with the given orientation of X and we want to associate
with P the chain

To see that ψ(P)=[K] gives a well-defined map in (2.5) we must prove.

Lemma 2.7. Let P— | K \ — | L \ be two trίangulations of the convex poly tope
P. Then

ttith

By this lemma ty(P) only depends on P and also ψ* is compatible with
the relation (2.6). In fact if P is simply subdivided into P: and P2 it is easy to
construct a triangulation of P such that P1 and P2 are subcomplexes hence
clearly ι/r(P)— ψ(P1)+Λ/r(P2). Hence -ψ* in (2.5) is well-defined and is clearly an

inverse to φ.

Proof of lemma 2.7. For this we shall again use a topological argument:
Let K' be the barycentric subdivision of K. iThen it is easy to see that [K] — [K']
is homologous to a chain in Cn(X)n~l. Therefore by possibly replacing K by a
suitable subdivision we can choose a simplicial approximation /: K-*L to the
identity: \K\ — P=\L\ (see e.g. Spanier [23, chapter 3 section 4]). That is,
/is a simplicial map such that for every vertex a in K the image f(ά) is a vertex
of the smallest simplex of L containing a. Notice that if U is a supporting
geodesic hyperplane for P then both K and L induce triangulations K Π U and
L Π U of P n U and / clearly maps K Π U to L Π U. In particular / maps the
boundary dK to the boundary dL. Topologically P is a ball so

HU(K, QK)*χHu(L, QL)^Z,

and since |/| is homotopic to the identity it is a map of degree one, so it
follows that

(2.8) /UK] = [L]+d'

where d' consists of degenerate simplices (i.e. simplices with repetions among
the vertices). On the other hand consider the "mapping cylinder"

c(f) =σΣJ (

where σ=(aoy •••, aσ

n) as above. Then

(2.9) U[K]-[K] = dc(f)+c(f I dK) .
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Now observe that if σ=(al, " ya^ι)^dK then |σ |£E7 for some supporting
geodesic hyperplane U to P and so all simplices of the form

lie in U. Therefore

and so the lemma follows from (2.8) and (2.9).

REMARK 1. The content of theorem 2.3 has probably been known for a
long time. Thus A. Thorup has given a completely combinatorial proof
(unpublished) of an essentially equivalent result. See also Sah [19, chapter 2,
proposition 2.2 and chapter 1, lemma 2.2] (however Sah has informed me that
this last mentioned lemma is probably stated in too wide generality).

REMARK 2. Theorem 2.3 suggests generalizations of 3?(Xy G) in at least 2
directions:

1) For X any Riemannian manifold it makes sense to consider the com-
plex C*(X) of "small geodesic simplices" (simply determined by their vertices)
and also the filtration C#(X)P defined using geodesic subspaces makes sense.
For G a group of isometrics one should investigate the homological properties of

GC%(X) and the induced filtration. This seems to be of particular interest in the
case X is a symmetric space and G the group of isometrics (c.f. e.g. Dupont

[9])
2) For k any field and X=kn, again the right hand side of the isomor-

phism in theorem 2.3 makes sense as long as G is a group of affine transforma-
tions with determinant ±1.

3. Translation equivalence

In this section we shall prove theorem 1.1, that is, we take X=Rn and
G— T(ra) the group of translations of Rn. This group is naturally isomorphic
to the additive group Rn. Let us write V=Rn and T=Ύ(n) for short and we
want to calculate

S-(V, T)^Hn(τ

First notice

Lemma 3.1. There is a natural isomorphism

Proof. The chain complex C*(V) is just the usual "bar resolution" for
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computing homology of the additive group V (see e.g. MacLane [17, chapter
IV, §5]). Hence H*(TC*(V))&H*(V, Z) in a canonical way. Here at least
Hι(V, Z)=V and we also have a natural map of q factors

where the last map is induced by addition of the components. This product is
clearly anti-commutative, hence induces a natural map ι|r: A.g

z(V)-+Hq(V).
Every finitely generated subgroup A of V is a free abelian group and the restric-
tion of ι/r to A is just the Kunneth isomorphism. Hence the result follows
by writing V as a direct limit of such groups.

REMARK. Notice that the isomorphism in (3. 1) can be made explicit using
the Eilenberg-Zilber map (see e.g. MacLane [17, chapter VIII, § 8]). Geome-
trically for vl9 •••, Vg&V, *\lr(vιΛ /\vq) is represented by a triangulation of

the "f-cube" with vertices fδ^H ----- rA^J, δt=0 or 1, ί=l, — ,?.

Flags of linear subspaces and a double complex.

Now consider the category of linear subspaces t/c V (t/Φ V) and let 3(V)
be the nerve of this category, i.e. the simplicial set where a />-simplex σ is a
flag σ=(U0^U1^' 'SUp). Here the face and degeneracy operators are given
by

and

ί=0, •••,/>. Also let 2(F)C2(F) be the subcomplex (the Tits complex) of
flags of proper linear subspaces, i.e. t/ΦO.

For UdV let TC*(U) as before be the coinvariants of the bar-resolution
for the group T(U) of translations of U. Then we have a double complex

9' 8r 97

i. Δ _ * _
^ •"#-!,#

given by

π

Here 8'=έ(-l)'(£ι)* for *>0 and 3': Π TC*(U9)-*TC*(V) is just induced

by the natural inclusions U0c:V. The "vertical" differential 9/x in Ap^ is
given by (— 1)* times the usual boundary map in the complex TC*(UP).
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Lemma 3.3.

', P=-I
p>-l

Proof. Let a be any affine (/-simplex in V which lies on an affine subspace

of dimension strictly less than n. If we replace a by a translate then the affine
subspace can be assumed to pass through 0, which shows the statement for

p= — l. In general for a a simplex as above let UadV be the unique linear

subspace of smallest dimension which contain a translate a' of a. Then we

define

by

s (α(t/o2 = t/)) = (—l)*α'(Z702 3E7 SUa),

a a simplex of Up .

Similarly define ί_x on the subgroup TCp(V)*~l by s_1(a)=—a'(Ua). Then it

is easily checked that

(3.4) 9'°s/,+Vι°^' = id, p = 0, !,-•• .

This proves the lemma.

It follows that the spectral sequence for the "second filtration" of the total
complex A*(V) collapses (see e.g. MacLance [17, chapter XI, §6]) and so we
have a natural isomorphism

(3.5) H£A*(V))~HM(TC*(V)IMV) -*) , k = -1,0,1, - .

For the "first spectral sequence" (Er

p>q, dr) we have using lemma 3.1 a natural

isomorphism

ι
(3.6) tf,.f

and the differential d1 beeing induced by 3' is the obvious differential in the

chain complex

(3.7) -> σ JI^ΛMC/,) - - - > II Λ|(t/0)

for the local coefficient system Λ|(0) on the complex 3(V), where

fl^...^ = Up .

Notice that (3.7) is augmented to Λ|(F) sitting in degree —1, so
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(3.8) El.< = ff,(3(V), ΛKfl)) , p=-l, 0, 1, 2, -

by definition. In particular

(3.9) £!.!., = ΛJ(F)/[ Σ Alii/,)] , dim ί70<« .
σ-0cr

Now

Lemma 3.10. a) E2

ptQ=Q, V/>.
b) Eptg are vector spaces over Q for r=2y 3, ••• .
c) dr=0forr^2.

Proof, a) For q=Q the local coefficient system is constant (=Z) but

clearly 3(V) is contractible so βp(2(V), Z)=0.
b) For #>0 allready J?J f ί are Q-vector spaces by (3.6).
c) Choose any positive integer λ>l and let μλ:V-*V be given by multi-

plication by X. Now for v £Ξ V let tυ be the corresponding translation of V, i.e.,
t9(x)=x-\-v, x^C. Then clearly μλ°tv=tλv°μλ. It follows that μλ induces an
operation of the spectral sequence which on Ep>q is given by ΛKμλ), i.e. by
multiplication by λ*. Since

commutes with μλ it follows that dr=0 for r^2.

Thus we have proved that E£q=Eptq and it follows from the proof that
Eptq can be naturally identified with the λ^-eigenspace of μλ acting on
Hp+q(Aχ(V)). We collect these observations in the following

Proposition 3.11. a) H(TC*(V)lTC*(V)n-1) and in particular &(V, T) are

vector spaces over Q.
b) There is a splitting into eigenspaces for the operator μλ:

)« θ βn-q.l(S(V), ΛS(fl))

c) ffp(3(V), ΛM0))=0 for/orf <β-g-l,

Proof, a) clearly follows from (3.5) and lemma 3.10 b). For b) we have
by the above remark

ω
9 = 1

where the last isomorphism is obvious from the definitions.

c) Since Hk(A*)=Hk+i(TC*(VITC*(V)*-1) = Q for k<n-\ we get that
E2

p>q=ΰ for p+q<n— 1 which gives the result.
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REMARKS. 1. Notice that the isomorphism in proposition 3.11 b) depends
on the given orientation of V as in theorem 2.3.

2. By Jessen and Thorup [15] one can identify the X9-eigenspace for the
dilatation operator μλ with the quotient S>q(V, T}\Zq.λ(Vy Γ), where 2>q(V, Γ)£
3?(V, T) is generated by all (/-cylinders, i.e. polytopes which are products
(relative to some splitting V— Vι®' ®Vg) of lower dimensional polytopes.
We shall however not use this geometric interpretation in any essential way.

Homology of the Tits complex and the Hadwiger invariants.

We can now state the main result of this section :

Theorem 3.12. Let p: B#(3(V), Λ%Q))^ff*(3(V), Λ^(fl)) be induced by
the natural map Kq

z(U)-*Kq

R(U\ U^V. Then

a) βp(3(V),
b) the map

(3.13) p: fi.-,.,(3(F), ΛJ(fl)) - βn.q

is an isomorphism for q=ly 2, ••-, n.

Before we prove this theorem let us note the relation with the Hadwiger
invariants as defined is Jessen-Thorup [15].

A Hadwiger invariant Hφ is defined for a strict flag Φ=(Z70Z)?71Z) Z)
Un-q-ι)y that is codim [/,-=/+!, together with an orientation of each of the
spaces C/_ι— V, U0, ••-, Un^q^. Now let P be a polytope and suppose that Δ=
(Δ.ilDΔo^ ^A .̂.!) is a string of geometric simplices of P (in a given tri-
angulation) such that Δ, spans an affine subspace parallel to Uiy i= — 1,0, -••,
n—q—l. for such a string we write Δ||Φ and we let €iy /= 0, •• yn—q—ly be
the sign ± 1 depending on whether the given orientation on C7f agrees or not
with the induced orientation on Δt considered as a face of Δf _! (with the orien-
tation from ί/ί_ι). With this notation

(3.14) HΦ(P) = ΣSo-^
Δ||Φ

where Vol is the volume in the affine subspace containing ΔM_ 9_! (and hence
parallel to Un_q_^). Notice that change of orientation of C/0, •••, Un_q.2 does
not change H^(P)y whereas change of orientation of V or Un_q_1 change ίfφ(P)
by a sign. Therefore if we let ω ί/ j |_ ί_ ιeΛJ2(ί7n_g_1) (which is 1 -dimensional) be
the volume element determined by the given orientation of Un_q.ι (and the
Euclidean inner product induced from V) then

(3.15) h,(P) = H*(P).ωUa_t_, eΛKt/..,.,)

only depends on the choice of orientation of V. This all works for q=ly •••,
n — 1. For q=n we shall think of the volume Vol in V as H$ for Φ the "empty"
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flag, and again h&(P) given by (3.15) depends on the choice of orientation of V.
We now observe

Proposition 3.16. a) The vector space

is given by £Dn(V)=Kq

R(V\ and for q<n H)q(V) is naturally identified with a

subspace of the direct sum ΠφA|2(C/n_ί_ι)(Φ), where Φ— (C70Z) Z> Un.q.l) runs
through all strict flags. Here a formal sum x="Σ^xφ(Φ) lies in <D9(V) iff for all

ί=0, ••-,/*— q— 1, and all fixed (t/0, •••, U^l9 Ui+1, — , Un_q.^

(3.17) 2 ffdΓc

this sum takes place in Kq

R(Un.q_^CLKq

R(V) (respectively Λ^(C7n_9_2)) for
i<n—q—l (respectively i=n— q— 1).

b) For a fixed orientation of V y the homomorphism

), ΛJ(fl)) - Φ
s=\ *=1

CΦΠAi(ί7._ f_J)(Φ)

agrees with the map given by the set of Hadwiger invariants

Proof. Since the homology of 3(F) can be computed using only non-
degenerate "simplices", i.e. flags of the form (t/0:D t/iiD lDLy (see e.g. Mac-
Lane [17, chapter VIII, § 6]) a) clearly follows from the definitions. For b)
consider an element c^Hn(TC*(V)lTC*(V)n~l) which is of filtration n— q in
the spectral sequence for the double complex (3.2). Then c is represented in

A n-q-ι,q by

where sp are the homomorphisms considered in the proof of lemma 3.3. Now
for U (/-dimensional the natural map

^ AJ(ί7)

is clearly the oriented volume in U and so b) easily follows from the definition of

V

Proof of theorem 3.12. The injectίvity of p in b) now clearly follows
from Jessen-Thorup [15, theorem 2] and proposition 3.16. For a) and the
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surjectivity of p in b) we consider the exact sequence of local coefficient systems

on3(V):

(3.18) 0 -> '(β) -> ΛKfl) - ΛJ(β) - 0

where for Z7£ F a linear subspace we define

We shall prove

Lemma 3.19. Both

Bt(3(V)9 λ«(g)) = 0 and fft(3(V)9 Al(β)) = 0

/or — l<^i<n— q— 1,

From this lemma and the long exact homology sequence for the sequence
of coefficients (3.18) we clearly get the surjectivity of p. For the proof of
lemma 3.19 we follow the ideas of Lusztig [16, chapter 1]. Let 3 denote the
local coefficient system defined by the exact sequence

where V is the constant coefficient system with group V at every simplex. Fur-
ther let JΊ, •••,?, be some set of non-negative integers, and write for short

z z
and

R R

Then we have in analogy to (3.18) an exact sequence of local coefficients

(3.20) 0 -» (Λf(β)®Λ<rι " r >(β))~ -» ΛJ(fl)®ΛSι ">(β) -*

- Ai(fl)|)Agι ">(β) - 0
Λ

and so lemma 3.19 is clearly a special case of

Lemma 3.21. Let Λff(a)®Λ(rii"'fΓ*)(8) tfeiiofe any of the 3 coefficient systems
in (3.20). Γλen

), Λf(fl)® Afrι " " >(δ)) - 0

for —l^i<n—q—l, q^O.

(Notice that again the change from 3(V) to 3(V) makes no difference for
<7>0.) For the proof of this lemma we need the following lemma which is a
trivial extension of Lusztig [16, §1. 12, Proposition]:
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Lemma 3.22. Let F be any functor from the category of vector spaces to
the category of abelian groups satisfying f (0)— 0. Then

), F(8j) = 0, 0^i<n-l

Proof of lemma 3.21. Let us show the lemma for Λ|(g)(g)Λ^i''"'rs)(§). For
z

the other two systems the proofs are similar. Let us write A.g=A.q

z for short
and let us filtre the constant coefficient system A.q(V) by

A.q(V) =

where K\V)1 at the flag (U0^" ^Up) is generated by

by elements of the form Vι/\ /\vq with VI, ,VI^UP. Then we have exact
sequences

0 -> Kq(V)q -> A9(V) -» hq(V)IK\V)q -> 0

0 -> Λ -Xβ)®* -> Aq(V)lhq(V)q -* fί(V)lΛ*(V)*-1 -> 0

0 -> A«-2(fl)® A2(«) -> Λ^Π/Λ^F)^1 -> Λ*(F)/ΛW-2 -> 0

0 -> Q® Λ*-1^) -̂  A*(F)/Af(F)2 -* Δ'(V)IΛ.<(V)1 -> 0

where

Λ 9 8 and

We get similar exact sequences after tensoring with Λ(rι '">rί)(§) and we can
now show the lemma by induction in q: For #=0 it is clear from lemma 3.22,
and if we assume the lemma for AJ(Q),j<q, <7>0, then both

), Λ'(fl)®Λ«-> Ί ' (3)) = 0 ,

' (g)®Λ*->» ι -»χ§)) - 0

for —l^i<n—j—l .

Hence from the exact sequences above we obtain

<'ι " ' >(3)) = 0

as long as i<n—q—l. This proves the lemma and so ends the proof of theorem
3.12.

Proof of theorem 1.1. The first statement clearly follows from theorem 3.12
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and proposition 3.16 b) once we have chosen the natural orientation on Rn.

The second statement follows from the fact that the action of g^O(ri) on 3*(Rn,
T(rc)) clearly commute with the dilatation operator μλ in the proof of lemma

3.10.

REMARKS. 1. Notice that Hi(3(V), AQ

R(Q)) = Q for i>n—q—l since

clearly the local coefficient system vanishes on the non-degenerate simplices in

these dimensions. Thus JffM_ί_1(2(F), Λ£(β))=5)ff(7) is the only non-trivial
homology group for Λ^(g).

2. Notice that theorem 3.12 a) and the surjectivity of p in b) are valid
more generally for V a finite dimensional vector space over any field k (even of

finite characteristic) if Λ^ is replaced by Λf. The injectivity of p however

depends on the results of Jessen-Thorup [15] which requires k to be an ordered

field. Probably one can show the injectivity of p for more general fields (in-

cluding char k=0). Thus for q=n

is easily seen to be isomorphic to Λ.#(V) (by use of the equation

v1/\\v2— λ

for Vι,v2^V, \^k). Otherwise at the moment I can only prove the injectivity
of p directly for the cases dim V^3, char &Φ2, and dim F^4, char &Φ2,3.

Let us end this section by an example:

EXAMPLE 3.24. Consider A1: &(R\T(3))-*g)l(R*) in theorem 1.1 and

let us calculate hl(Δ) where Δ=(a^al>a2,a^ is a simplex. The natural orien-
tation in R3 induce orientations on the faces as indicated by the arrows in fig.

1. Let Ϊ7(ϊ), i=0, « ,3, be the plane (through the origin) parallel to the face

Fig. 1

opposite aiy let U(jk^ j<k, be the line (through the origin) spanned by the

vector apt, and let Φf yΛ > ίΦy,Λ be the strict flag Φijk=(U(

y

i^U(ijk)). Then
h\Δ) is given by the formel sum
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(3.25) *1(Λ) = Σ!

where £, y*=ιt:l depending on the direction of the arrow on fig. 1 corresponding
to the pair C/(^Z)ί7(yΛ). Notice that the relations in (3.17) are immediate from
the figure. Thus it follows from corollary 3.23 that any element Σ#Φ(Φ) ̂

Π Uι(Φ) satisfying (3.17) is a linear combination of elements of the form
' r

(3.25).

4. The Euclidean case

We shall now apply the results in the previous section to obtain information
about 9?(Rn). For this we shall use homological algebra in a similar way as
Sah [19, chapter 5] and in fact many of our results are exactly dual to his.

Homology of groups.

For G any group and M a (left) Z[G]-module ίf,(G,M), ι=0,l,2,- , are
the derived functors of the right exact functor M-+GM=HQ(G,M). Explicitly
H*(G,M) can be computed as the homology of the standard ubar complex"
C*(G,M), where a ^-chain is a formal sum of elements of the form (gly •• ,gq)xy

gl9 ,gq e G, x e M and where

(4.1) 9(ft, s*> = (ft, •

+ Σ (-

We shall need the following easy fact (see Cartan-Eilenberg [4, chapter X, propo-

sition 7.4]):

Lemma 4.2 (Shapiro's lemma). For KξiG a subgroup and N any (left) K-
module there is a natural isomorphism

Also we shall use the following lemma (cf. Sah [18, proposition 2.7 c] or Cartan-
Eilenberg [4, chapter X, exercise 6]):

Lemma 4.3 ("Center kills"). Let M be a G-module and σ^G an element
in the center such that σx=—x, Vx^M. Then 2H*(G,M)=Q.

The modules &(V) and the Lusztig exact sequence.

Now let us return to 3?(Rn). As in section 3 let us consider V a real vector
space of dimension n with Euclidean inner product, and let O(V) be the asso-
ciated orthogonal group. Again let 3(V) be the Tits-complex of flags of proper
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linear subspaces of V with the local coefficient system g. Then clearly O(V)
acts on 3(V) and g and we define

DEFINITION 4.4. For g=l, ,w, let 3)q(V) be the O(F)-module given by

Here ®n(V)=h»R(V) and 3)»-\V)=Ker(H0(3(V), Λ?f X
Notice that the element —id^O(n) acts on the "twisted" module

as multiplication by (— !)*(— 1)Λ=(— l)w~9. Therefore by Theorem 1.1

Corollary 4.6. &(R*)*χ 0
od 2

For the study of these homology groups we shall use the following exact
sequence which for q=l is due to Lusztig [16]:

Proposition 4.7. Let V=Rn and let F'£ V run through all i-dimensίonal
subspaces, i=l,29 ,n—l. Then for q= l, ,n there is an exact sequence of O(ri)-
modules

r\ r\ r\

0 -̂  &(V) —^ Π

9^ : 5)ff(^) -> Π 3)\V*-1) is induced by sending a flag (C/0ID — ̂  t^-^-i) in
7^-1

V* to the flat ([/!=)•- D C/^,-0 m F^1- C70.

Proof. For q= 1 this is just the sequence in Lusztig [16, §1.13(c)] and
for q>\ the proof is similar: Let 3(V)P^3(V) be the subcomplex of flags
C/o^ 2t7f with dim U^p. Then by Lemma 3.19 and Lusztig [16, §1.6,
lemma] we get Si(3(V)p, Λ^(g))=0 for i=tp—q—l. Furthermore from a chain
description involving only non-degenerate flags it is readily seen that there
is a natural identification

a,(3(vy,
vP

,0 otherwise.

The exact sequence now easily follows from the spectral sequence for the filtra-
tion on the chain complex C#(3(V)9 Λ^(g)) correspondong to the filtration of
simplicial sets

3(V) = ̂ (Vγ^^V)"-1^ - =)3(F)0 = 0

(cf. MacLane [17, chapter XI, §3]).
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The Lusztig exact sequence links the homology of O(n) for the module
(Dq(Rny to the homology for the module A.q

R(Rn) through homology groups of

smaller orthogonal groups. In fact

Lemma 4.8. For

a) H*(0(n)9[U

b) In particular

H*(0(n)

Proof. Clearly

H*(0(n), [Π 3)<(Vl)γ) - 0 / 7 ten mod 2.
V1

Π 3)\V1} = Z[O(n)] ®
vl OCOxOOi-O

where O(n—l) acts trivially on the module 3)\Rl). Twisting the action with
the determinant we get

[Π 3)\Vl)γ = Z[O(n)] ® (3)*(Rlγ®Z*) .
vl OC/)xOC»-/)

Then a) clearly follows from lemma 4.2 and the Runneth formula (MacLane
[17, chapter X, §7]). b) now clearly follows from Lemma 4.3.

3?(R") in low dimensions.

EXAMPLE 4.9. n= 1 . By corollary 4.6,

and the isomorphism is clearly given by "Length".

EXAMPLE 4.10. n=2. By corollary 4.6,

Y) = H0(O(2),

and the isomorphism is clearly given by "Area".

EXAMPLE 4.11. n=3. By corollary 4.6,

Here again

#0(0(3), &(R3γ) = flo(0(3),

and the isomorphism is given by "Volume". For the computation of H0(O(3),
Y) we split the Lusztig sequence in two exact sequences
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(i) 0 -* £)\R3) -» Π 3)\V2} -> Zλ -> 0
v2

(ii) 0 -> Zx -> Π F1 -* #3 -* 0 .
F1

From (i) and lemma 4.8 b) we obtain

and

Furthermore by lemma 4.8 a)

), [Π FT)

z

As in lemma 3.1 it is easy to see that

, Z)/Torsion^Λ$(SO(2)/Torsion)

and here the action of O(2)/SO(2)=Z/2 is induced by î- '̂1 in SO(2). In
particular

and

2̂(0(3), [Π FT) = 0 .
F1

From the exact sequence (ii) we then get

Corollary 4.12. There is an exact sequence

0 - fl 2(0(3), OR3)*) - flo(0(3), ̂ W) -> Λ® S0(2)

Furthermore if SO(2) ά identified with the additive group R\Z in the usual way,

then the composite

D:

is the classical Dehn-invariant.

Proof. It remains to identify D with the Dehn-invariant. Consider the

simplex Δ as in example 3.24 and let us first determine the image of h\Δ)
under the isomorphism 0(3)^1(^3)t^ î(O(3), Zf) using the standard complex

C#(O(3), Zί) as in (4.1): Let st be the reflection in the plane Ufa and let us

write for short
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(4.13) hl(Δ) = Σ vijkΦijky vijk =

Then as an element in C0(O(3), [Π ^(V2)]*)
V2

where 9 is given by (4.1). Therefore the image in £^(0(3), Z\) is represented
by

9-'(Λ'(Δ)) = Σ (*) [Σ M^O*))]
/ f J,*

where Z^ΠV1, and so the image in ^(0(3), [Π^1]* is represented by
F1 Γ1

(4.14) Σ ~ ((^fi^+ί^w*) (^««)

where /!,/2 are the two indices ^j,k. Clearly vi2Jk=—ViιJk so

It follows that the element (4.14) is homologous to

(4.15)

in ^(O(3), [ΠJ71]*)- Here s^ is the rotation around U(jk) by twice the angle
F1

#; fc between the planes Utfj and Z7(;2). The isomorphism

z

therefore clearly takes the element (4.15) to

which is just the classical Dehn-invariant for the simplex Δ (cf. Jessen [12]).

Proof of corollary 1.2. Since the element — ideO(3) has det(— id)= — 1

it follows that

(̂80(3), Λ»)«ff*(0(3), Λ3) .

The exact sequence in corollary 1.2 therefore clearly follows from corollary

4.12 and the remark 2 following proposition 3.11. From this sequence and

since
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D: S>(R3)12,2(R3) -+ R®(R/Z)
z

is injective by Sydler's theorem [24] (c.f. Jessen [12]) it follows that

(4.16) #2(80(3), R3) = 0 .

Furthermore

(4.17) flι(SO(3),
z

Now the image of the Dehn invariant has been described by Jessen [12, §12-
14], and it is easy to see from this description that the cokernel has dimension

as the continuum.

Applications to homology of

Corollary 4.18. n^3. Then

are real vector spaces of dimension as the continuum.

b) #2(SO(«), Λ&Λ")) = 0 .

Proof. The corollary is allready proved for w=3 since A.χ(R3)^R3 as

SO(3)-modules. For n=4

J5Γ*(SO(4), A^4)^#*(Spin(4), Λ^/24))

Here Spin(4)^5+x5_ with 5±^Spin(3), and Λ2

R(R4)^Λ+®Λ_ with Λ±^Λ3

in such a way that S+ acts trivially on Λ_ (respectively S_ acts trivially on Λ+) and
via SO(3) on Λ+ (respectively S. acts via SO(3) on Λ_). By Kiinneth's theorem

and since #ι(5±, Z)=0 we have for i^2:

t.(5_, A.)

This takes care of n=4. Notice that change of orientation in Λ4 interchanges

the factors of Spin(4) ̂  S+ X S _ . Therefore

Hi(0(4), Ai(Λ4))«#. (SO(3), Λ3), ί = 1,2 ,

and it follows that the natural map

S0(3) -* S0(4) -* 0(4)

induces an isomorphism

ίf,(SO(3), Λ^Λ3)) -̂  ,̂.(0(4), Λ^Λ4)), * = 1, 2 .
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It remains to show that for ra^4 the map

(4.19) ff,(0(«),Λj(Λ"))-

induced by sending g£Ξθ(ri) to the matrix (£ , J is an isomorphism for

ι=l and a surjection for z=2. Equivalently consider the exact sequence of
SO(n+l)-modules

(4.20) 0 -* K0 -* Π Λ*(Fn) -> Λ^(ΛΛ+1) -> 0
F»

we must show that /^(SO^+l),^0)^°> *=0ι l For this consider the diagram
of Lusztig exact sequences:

0

ί
U^(V

U3?(V
F3CF" |

^2

t

0

0

ί
3) - II ΛKF

3) - Π Λi(F
F^CF" f

-> /ίi

ί

0

0

ί
2) - A2

B(R"+1)

2) - Π ΛJ(F
F" t

- ^o
ί
0

1 ^0

)-*0

-^0

Here it suffices to show

(4.22) H0(SO(n+l), K2) = 0

and

(4.23) #,(SO(w+ 1), KJ = 0 , i - 0, 1 .

Let us show (4.23) ((4.22) is similar but easier). By Shapiro's lemma and
Kϋnneth's theorem

(4.24) H*(SO(n+ 1), Π Ai( F2))^z/2[tf *(SO(2),
F' ®fί#(SO(w— 1),

where the covariants are with respect to the involution which changes the
orientation on both factors. Similarly

(4.25) H*(SO(n+l), Π
ΊT f—TT

2), Z) .

Both (4.24) and (4.25) are zero in dimension 0 and are equal to /ί1(SO(2),
Λjj(/22)) in dimension 1, so

(4.26) ^(SOίn+l), Π Λ^F2)) -» ̂ (SOίn+l), Π
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is an isomorphism for /= 0, 1. It remains to see that the map (4.26) is surjective
for i— 2, i.e. that the map

H2(0(n-2), Q) -* H2(0(n- 1), Q), n^4 ,

is surjective. For small n this is true by a theorem of J. Mather (see Alperin-
Dennis [2]) and then it follows by induction using a diagram similar to (4.21) of
Lusztig exact sequences for the Steinberg module (c.f. section 5 below or Al-
perin [1]).

3?(Rn) in higher dimensions.

In general for n^3 there is a Dehn invariant

D:
z

(cf. Sah [19, chapter 7, §2]) and similar to corollary 4.12 there is an exact se-
quence for n^3 (cf. Sah [19, chapter 5, proposition 7.5]):

(4.27) 0 - H2(0(n\ Af*(R*)*) -> H0(O(n), <D»-2(RJ)

, A.n-2Rn -* 0

Here as O(n)-modules A"R

 2(Rn)t=A2(Rn) so in particular we obtain from
corollary 4.18:

Corollary 4.28. For n^3, the Dehn invariant D:
z

R/Z induces an injection on the component 0(n)3)n~2(Rn)t of the decomposition of
corollary 4.6.

REMARKS 1. In particular for n— 4 this corollary contains the result of
Jessen [13] that also in this dimension the volume and the Dehn invariant are
separating.

2. There is a "generalized Dehn invariant" (cf. Sah [19, chapter 7, §2]
and Hadwiger [10, kap. 2, §2)]

(4.29) Ψ<2) :
z

such that with respect to the decomposition of corollary 4.6 ψ(2)— 2 Ψ(/} with

and ψ£222=Z) considered above.

The exact sequence of corollary 4.12 generalizes in higher dimensions to a
spectral sequence:

Theorem 4.30. For integers l^q^n with q=n mod 2 there is a spectral
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sequence {Er

1>m}, q—l^l^n, m^Q, satisfying
a) E*,*=Q

b) Ή*(0(n), Aiί/O*)*

, <3)q(Rnγ\ l=n

c) ίfere £/ f#=0 ifq^l<n and l^n mod 2.
a) If r is odd then dr=0 except possibly on Er

q+r_ιt*. In particular d1

vanishes on El

n^HQ(Q(n\ 3)\R*Y).
e) J?ί_2iιβflo(O(n-2), 3)q(Rn-2γ}®RIZ and d2: El

n>Q-^El

n.2tl is identified
z

with the component Ψ(

?

2) of the generalized Dehn invariant (4.29).

Proof. The spectral sequence is just the hyperhomology spectral sequence
in the sense of Cartan-Eilenberg [4, chapter XVII] for the Lusztig exact sequence
(proposition 4.7 above). Explicitly it is the spectral sequence associated with
the double complex A1>m defined by

C.(0(n), AH*")*), l=q-l

where C#(O(w), — ) is the standard bar complex for computing group homology
(cf. (4.1)).

a) is obvious since the Lusztig sequence is exact. Clearly

'•* ίn), [Π

and hence b) and c) are just lemma 4.8.

d) is obvious from c), and e) is similar to the proof of corollary 4.12.

EXAMPLE 4.31. S>(R5). Here

= #o(O(5),

Again the isomorphism //"0(O(5), 3)\R*Y)£*R is given by "Volume" and also
according to corollary 4.28 the Dehn invariant

D: ocs^W* -» ^R(R*}®RIZz

is injective. It remains to investigate fl"0(O(5), *Dl(R5y) for which we have
the spectral sequence in theorem 4.30. Here d2 is again a generalized Dehn
invariant, but we also have a d4 and d5. We shall in the next section (example
5.39) consider a slightly different spectral sequence for this case in which d2

and ί/4 above are replaced by a single generalized Dehn invataint.
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5. The spherical case

In this section we shall study 5>(S*)=5)(S11, O(w+l)) and again we shall
use theorem 2.3 as starting point. So we want to study the O(n+l)-module

(5.1) 5>(S«, {l})«ff.(C*(S )/C,,,(S")"-1)t

(using the standard orientation of Sn^Rn+1). Again it turns out that the Tits-
complex of flags naturally occurs:

The Steinberg module.

This time let V be an (w+l)-dimensional real vector space with Euclidean

inner product and let S(V) be the unit sphere. Notice that the geodesic sub-
spaces of S(V) are all of the form S(U), C/CF a linear subspace, except that
for U a line S(U) is a pair of antipodal points. As in section 3 let 3(V) denote
the Tits-complex of flags of proper linear subspaces of V (i.e. subspaces di-
fferent from 0 and V).

DEFINITION 5.2. For dim V=n+l^2 the Steinberg-module St(V) is the
O(F)-module given by

St(F) = βn.Jβ(V), Z) .

For dim V=l define St(V)= Z with the trivial action.
For completeness we include a proof of the following wellknown

Proposition 5.3. If V has dimension n+ 1 *> 2 then
a) βq(3(V),Z)=Qforq*n-l.
b) Furthermore #n_!(2(F), Z) = St(F) is the following subgroup of

where Φ=(?70l3 Z)ί7Λ_1) runs through all strict flags: x=^xφ(Φ) lies in St(F)

iff for all ί=0, ,n— 1, and all fixed (E70=> — 13 t/.^z) f/ί+1=) — =)!/„. 0

(5.4) Σ ̂ CD-O^D...!)!/,-!) = 0

Proof, b) clearly follows since S*(3(V), Z) can be computed by the
normalized chain complex. Also Hg(3(V), Z)=0 for q>n— I for the same
reason. For the vanishing of ffq(3(V),Z) for q<n—l we use a double com-
plex argument similar to the proof of proposition 3.11 :

First define for any set Y the standard chain complex C*(Y) over Z where
a /^-simplex is just a Λ-tuple (a0yal9 •• ,ak), ak^Y and where the boundary homo-
morphism is given by the usual formula

C*(Y) is always acyclic and H0(C*(Y))=Z.
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Now for the vector space V consider the double complex Aptqyp^ — 1, q^O:

(5 5) *Λ = \'jιάs(uj), pw, '

where as usual (?702 =^Up) runs through all flags of proper subspaces of V.

The differentials 9' and 9" are defined by the same formulas as in section 3

for the complex (3.2). Again if we put

we obtain

rι,/>=-!,

so the total complex A% satisfies

which in particular is zero for k<n— 1. On the other hand Hq(Apt#)=Q for

3, and

\Zt p=-\

II Z, p^O

is just the augmented chain complex for 3(V), hence

and the result follows from (5.6).

The polytope module.

In view of (5.1) we now make the following

DEFINITION 5.7. For dim V=n+ 1^1 define the polytope module Pt(F) to be
the O(F)-module

Pt(F) = Hn(

where C*(S(V)) is the chain complex of simplices of diameter <π as in section
2.

Hence for

(5.8)

Also let us use the notation Ω(V) for the orientation module, i.e.

KnRl(V) is the lattice of elements with norm an integer (with respect to the
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metric in V). Thus Ωl(Rn+1)=Zt as O(w+l)-module for /^O and Ω(0)=
With this notation we prove

Theorem 5.9. For dim V=n-\-l^ 1 we have
a) Hq(C*(S(V))IC*(S(V)γ-*}=Qforq*n
b) There is a filtration of O(V)-modules

Ω(V) = F.iCFoC -CF,C -GF. - Pt(F)

>), p=0,l,2,

through all q-dimensίonal subspaces of V.

Proof. This is another double complex argument: This time let

\Ct(S(V)\ p=-l

"'" \S^t(S(Up]}' P-Q>

and again

so for the total complex A# we have

(5.10) tf

Thus the double complex gives rise to a spectral sequence converging to H(A%)

and

mn «(5.11) £,,

Now the complex C*(S(V)) is chain equivalent to the singular complex
(S(V)) of the topological space S(V). In fact as mentioned in the proof of
theorem 2.3 every simplex σ=(a0, •••,#*) of diameter <τr gives rise to a con-
tinuous map /: Δk->S(V) defined by geodesic arcs and thus there is a natural
inclusion

which is easily seen to be a homology isomorphism (cf. Dupont [8, chapter 1,
exercise 4]). Hence also for Ϊ7C V a subspace

(5.12)

which is zero except for #=0 or q= dim U—l. Notice that
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Therefore for p^O and gf>0 we have

where Vq+1 runs through all subspaces of dimension <7+l. Also the differential
dl is easily identified with the direct sum of the boundary homomorphisms for
the Tits-complexes 3( V\ Vq+1) . Hence

7712 TT II
&P,q = il Up

F7 + 1

which by proposition 4.3 is zero for p3=n—q— 1 and

(5.13) ££«« Π St(

For #=0 and />^0 the augmentation

C^t/,))-.^

gives rise to an exact sequence

0 —> Π II fl(Vl) —> £"^>9 -> Π ^Γ —> 0

and hence to an exact sequence

(5.14) 0 -> Π St(F/Γ1)®Ω(F1) -> £2.1.0 -* St(F) -> 0

whereas £^,0=0 for pήpn—l. Finally £l lfί==0 for q^n and

(5.15) J

It follows that EptQ is concentrated along the counter-diagonal p+q=n— 1 and
hence the theorem follows by (5.13)^(5.15).

The suspension homomorphism.

Geometrically the relation between the modules Pt and St can be described
in terms of the suspension homomorphism:

For Wd V a hyperplane there is a natural map

(5.16) Ί,w: Ck(S(W)}®Cl(VIW) - CM(S(V))

defined for a given orientation of V\W by sending a simplex σ=(aQ. yύk) of
S(W) to the chain

(5.17) Σnr(Λo>—»**) = (*,0o>—>«*)—(—^ΛOI—>«*)

where ^e^F) Π W^ 1 is positive with respect to the given orientation of W^.
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Notice that ΣH, maps C*(S(W))p®£l(V/W) to C*(S(V))p+l and in particular we
obtain

> Pt(F)

Corollary 5.18. a) There is an exact sequence of O(V)-modules

Έ h
H Pt(Π - > Pt(F) - > St(F) — 0

Σ is the sum of all Σy»'s, Vn running through all hyperplanes.
b) In particular there is an exact sequence

^(s -1) i s^s") — > flo(0(n+i), st(R*+ιγ) - o

Σ is the suspension map sending a poly tope in SM~1 to its join with the north
and south pole.

Proof, b) clearly follows from a) and (5.8). For a) we proceed as follows:

We shall use the notation A% t*(V) for the double complex considered in
the proof of theorem 5.9 and similarly E#tχ(V) for the associated spectral se-
quences etc.

Now fix a hyperplane Wξ^V and let the line L=W± be oriented by the
vector e. Then for σ a simplex of S(W) we clearly have

(0, dimσ-X),
(5.19) (805^-^08) (σ)= '

[(e)—(—e), dim σ=0 .

More generally we extend the definition of Σ^ to a map

Σ" = ΊAf: AtΛ(W)®Ώ(VlW) - AtΛ+ϊ(V)

by sending a simplex σ^C9(S(Up}) (U0S 3Up)to

ZUp(σ) e C, +1(5( C7, 0L)) ( U.ΦL ̂  - 2 UP®L)

and here Σ" satisfies

(5.20) (9"oΣ"-Σ"°9'0 (σ(U0S 2Uf))

dimcr>0,

dimσ=0.

On the other hand we can define a map

Σ' = Σί̂ :

by
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_ ίO, dimσ>0,

and this time

(5.21) (9ΌΣ'-ΣΌ8')(σ(E702-2E7,))

fO, dim σ=0 ,

, dim cr=0 .

It follows easily that the map of total complexes

commutes with the total differential 9'+ 9". Now checking through the spectral

sequences one sees that 2^ induces a map of nitrations

such that there is a commutative diagram

(FP(W)IFP^(W))®^(VIW) -̂

π .̂-.-..i-'-.̂ /KO-ii l

where the bottom map is induced by sending a flag WlD U0 2 2 Z7^ = Wn~p~l to

the flag Fz>f/00ZS — 2J7ί®L=PΓll"ί-1ΘL=Γίl"ί (together with the isomor-
phism

This map is clearly an isomorphism onto the sum

Π

Hence by induction over the filtration Fp(V) it follows easily that every element

of Fn_ι(V) is a sum of suspensions, and hence a) follows from

REMARKS. 1. The map

h: &(S", {!}) = Pt(Λ7 -> St(JZ"+1)*

can be explicitly described similarly to the Hadwiger map in section 3: Thus

let Φ=(Z/0iD ••• ID ?/„_!) be a strict flag (so in particular dim Un_1=l] then the
component hφ(P)^Z for P a spherical polytope is given as follows: Give U.λ=
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Rn+1 the standard orientation and choose orientations of t/0, •••,[/„_!. Now for
any sequence of geometric simplices in a triangulation of P, S=(Δ_ιIDΔ0Z)

DΔΛ_!) (so that ΔM_ι is a point) for which Δ CS^t/,), /= — !, •••,#— 1, define

£,-=±1 as in (3.14) for /=0, •••,#— 1 and £w— ±1 depending on whether the
point ΔM_! is the positive or negative vector in Un_lf Then the integer

h*(P) = J]£1-8n
AIIΦ

is easily seen to be independent of choice of orientations of ί/0, ••-, C/n_ι
2. For n even the element — ideO(rc+l) acts by multiplication by —1 on

St(Λ*+1)t. Hence by corollary 5.18 b) the cokernel of

(5.22) Σ:S)(SM-1)->5>(SM), n even,

is annihilated by 2, and since by a classical argument £P(SW) is 2-divisible (see

Sah [19, chapter 1, proposition 4.3]) we have thus reproved the result of Sah

[19, chapter 6, proposition 2.2] that Σ is surjective in this case. It has recently
been proved by Sah [20] that (5.22) is actually an isomorphism.

The Lusztig exact sequence.

Corollary 5.19 suggests an inductional proceedure for calculating £P(SM) by
calculating H0(O(n-\-l), St(/2M+1)t). For this we can use the Lusztig exact

sequence (Lusztig [16, §1.13 (b)])

(5.23) 0 -> St(Rn+1) -> Π St(F") -» ---- » Π SttF1) -> Z -> 0
v" vl

as in section 4. However it is just as convenient to use the module Pt directly:

Proposition 5.24. There is an exact sequence of O(n-\-\)-modules

0 -* Z* -> Pt(Λw+1) -> Π Pt(Fw) -> ---- > Π P^F1) -> Z -> 0 .

Proof. Consider the first quadrant spectral sequence for the chain complex
C*(SM) with the filtration C*(Sny (see MacLane [17, chapter XI, §3]). Now
there is a natural isomorphism of chain complexes

Now by theorem 5.9

1 \ \ Λ _ 1 \ '

Hence for the spectral sequence we have

fO, ί Φ O ,
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and it follows that the only non-zero differential is d1. On the other hand the
spectral sequence converges to H(C*(Sn))=H*(Sn) by (5.12). It follows that
the spectral sequence reduces to an exact sequence

0 - Hn(S») -> £ί.β -^-+ #Uι,o -̂ U ... -̂ U £J,0 -> HQ(S») -> 0

which for n>0 is just the sequence (5.24). For n=0 (5.24) is simply the se-
quence

which is obviously exact.

The Serre class C2.

Before we start using the exact sequences in concrete cases it is convenient
to introduce

DEFINITION 5.25. Let C2 denote the Serre class (see e.g. Spanier [23,
chapter 9, § 6]) of abelian 2-ρrimary torsion groups of finite exponent, i.e.,
A<=C2 iff for some integer N, 2NA=0.

REMARKS. 1. Observe that C2 is an ideal of abelian groups.
2. If A-*B->C is exact mod£2 and A** A', B**B'y and C«C" modC2

then there is an exact sequence mod C2: A'-^E'-^C '.
3. If B is 2-drvisible and /: A-+B is surjective mod C2 then clearly / is

surjective. Similarly if A is 2-divisible, B is 2-torsion free, and / is injective
mod C2y then / is injective. These remarks are particularly useful in connec-
tion with £P(SW) since this group is 2-divisible (Sah [19, chapter 1, proposition

4.3]).

We now have as usual by Shapiro's lemma and "center kills" (lemma 4.2-

4.3):

Lemma 5.26.
a) Ht(0(n+l), [Π Pt(F>)]<)=tf*(OQ>) X O(β-j>+l), Pt(Λ>)*®Z*)

Vp

b) Ifp = n mod 2 then

0 mod C2

With this lemma we obtain from the exact sequence in corollary 5.24 a
hyperhomology spectral sequence as in section 4 relating £P(SW) to H*(O(n+ 1), Z*).

<3?(Sn) in low dimensions.

For n= 1, 2, 5 (̂8") are of course well-known (cf. Sah [19, chapter 6]), but
we include these cases as an illustration:
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EXAMPLE 5.27. (̂S1). From the exact sequence

0 -> Z -» Pt(R2Y -> [Π P^V1)]* -̂  Z* -> 0
vl

and lemma 5.26 b) we immediately conclude

where ZCS^S1) is the subgroup generated by the class [S1]. From this it is
easy to deduce the expected conclusion that S^S1)^/^ with the isomorphism
given by "Length".

EXAMPLE 5.28. ίP(S2). By the remark 2 following corollary 5.18 it now
clearly follows that "Area" induces an isomorphism

EXAMPLE 5.29. £P(S3). Split the exact sequence (5.24) into short exact
sequences

(i) 0->Zt->Pt(Λ4)->Z3->0
(ii) 0->Z3->I|Pt(F3)->Z2->0

(iii) θ->Z2

(iv) O-^Z

By (i), ̂ (S3)/Z^//o(O(4), Zl) where Z^3>(S3) is the subgroup generated by
[S3]. Furthermore by lemma 5.26 we conclude from (ii) and (iv):

(5.30) #,(0(4), ZJ)«ffί+1(0(4), Zl) mod C2, Mi ,

(5.31) #,(0(4), Zί)«fl ί+1(0(4), ZO mod C2, Mi .

Also using the splitting Sρin(4)^5+x5_ with 5±^Sρin(3)^SU(2) as in the
proof of corollary 4.18, it is easy to see that the natural inclusion SU(2)-»O(4)

induces an equivalence

(5.35) #, (SU(2), Z)«ff,.(0(4), Z*) mod C2, i= 1, 2, 3 .

Finally by lemma 5.26 a)

x 0(2),
F2

Here as in example 5.27

^(0(2), Pt(R^)^H1(0(2)y Pt(R*γ/Z)

*)**Q mod C2 .

Hence by Kiinneth's theorem
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#ι(O(2) X O(2),

mod C2 ,

H2(O(2) x O(2), P^R^QZ^Q mod £2 .

The exact sequence (iii) together with (5.30)-(5.32) thus yields

Proposition 5.33. There is an exact sequence mod C2:

D
0 -> #3(SU(2), Z) -> S>(S3)/Z - > R®R/Z -> #2(SU(2), Z) -> 0 .

/fere -ZrC5)(*S3) is generated by [S3] and D is the spherical Dehn invariant.

REMARK. The identification of D in the above sequence with the Dehn
invariant is completely analogous to the proof of corollary 4.12.

Proof of theorem 1.3. a) It is easy to see that the last map in the sequence
factorizes as

(5.34) R®R/Z -* R/Z®R/Z -> Λ|(Λ/Z) -> #2(SU)(2), Z)

, Z)

where U(1)-»SU(2) is the inclusion as diagonal matrices. This map induces

a surjection by a theorem of J. Mather (see Alperin-Dennis [2]), and hence also
the composite map (5.34) is surjective (not just mod C2) Since R®R/Z is
divisible and torsion free and since £P(S3) is 2-divisible it follows easily that
exactness mod C2 implies actual exactness at the places ^(S^/Z and R®R/Z.

b) The map

(5.35) #3(SU(2), Z) -* 5>(S3)/Z

can be described on the chain level as follows: Let C*(SU(2)) denote the
homogeneous bar complex. For ί=0, 1,2,3 one *can construct by successive
choices a SU(2)-equivariant homomorphism

φ: C,(SU(2)) -> C,(S3)

which commutes with the boundary maps. It is easily checked that the map
(5.35) is induced by φ. On the other hand the Cheeger-Simons class C2^
jf/3(SU(2), R/Z) can be represented by the SU(2)-invariant homomorphism

C3(SU(2)) ̂  C3(S
3) -?-> R - R\Z

where #: C3(S3)-*R is given by integration of the volume form divided by the
volume of S3 (c.f. Cheeger-Simons [6, §8] or Dupont [8, chapter 9, exercise 3]).
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This proves the statement.
In the following let ^4£/f3(SU(2), Z) be the subgroup in C2 as in corollary

1.3.

Corollary 5.36. a) A spherical polyhedron P in which all dihedral angles
are rational multiples of π determines a homology class P e ί/"3(SU(2), Z)/A.
Furthermore

C2(P) = Vol(P)/Vol(S3) .

b) Let JCC-S^S3) be the kernel of D. Then JC has infinite rank.
c) The restriction of Vol: <K->R has countable image.
d) Vol and D are separating ίnvraίants for J?(S2) iff the evaluation <C2, ->:

#3(SU(2), Z)-*RIZ has kernel in C2.

Proof, a) is obvious since D(P)= 0 when all dihedral angles are rational
multiples of π.

b) is a restatement of the result of Cheeger [5] that H3(O(4)y Z) and
hence also #3(SU(3), Z) has infinite rank.

c) By the rigidity of the class C2 (Cheeger-Simons [6, proposition 8.10])
it is easy to see that the evaluation on ί/"3(SU(2), Z) only depends on the alge-
braic points of SU(2) (considered as an algebraic group over R), and hence
has at most a countable image (cf. Cheeger [5]). On the other hand Q/Z is
contained in the image of the evaluation of C2.

d) The "only if" part is obvious. Now assume that <C2, — > has kernel
in C2 Then also the kernel of *: JC/Z-+R/Z is in C2 and let 2N be the exponent.
Now suppose ^^(S3) satisfies Vol(*):=0, D(x)=0. Since S>(S3) is 2-divi-

sible, x=2Ny and clearly Vol(j;)=0, D(y)=0. Therefore y<= JC and *(;y)=0,

hence

Q mod[S3]

by assumption, and hence #=0 since

REMARKS. 1. Corollary 5.36 a) generalizes a theorem of Thurston (see
Cheeger-Simons [6, theorem 8.18j) associating homology classes to "almost
all" spherical simplices with rational dihedral angles.

2. As mentioned in the proof of b), ίf3(SU(2), Z) contains a copy of
Q/Z. Here the cyclic subgroup generated by 1/&, k^Z, is the image in H3

under the inclusion of the cyclic subgroup of U(l)dSU(2) generated by a k'th
root of unity. As an element of <K^9?(S*)IZ the generator is represented by
the double suspension of an arc of length 2π/k. One can actually show that
every polyhedron which is a fundamental region for a finite subgroup of O(4) is
scissors congruent to one of these double suspensions.
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3. The volumes of spherical polyhedra, especially simplices, has been
studied by Schlafli [22] (see also Coxeter [7] and Aomoto [3]). However, it is
difficult to see from his formulas whether the volume of a polyhedron with
rational dihedral angles is a rational multiple of Vol(S3) (— 2ττ2) or not except
in the obvious cases of a fundamental region for a finite group.

4. Corollary 1.3 also gives a presentation of ίf2(SU(2), Z) as a quotient of
Az(R/Z) by the image of the composite

(5.37) 5>(S3) - > R®R\Z -> A2

Z(R/Z) ,

thus answering a question stated by R. Alperin [1, p. 284]: Since £P(S3) is gene-
rated by orthoschemes (cf. Schlafli [22, p. 229]) we must compute D(Δ) for Δ
being such a simplex in which 3 of the dihedral angles are right. If a, /?, γ are
the remaining angles at the edges of length a, b, c respectively, then by Schafli
we must have sin 2a sin 2γ >cos2 β and

sing cosy CQSC= cosαsinγ
Vs'm2 a—cos2β' Vs'm2 7 — cos 2β

7 cos a cos β cos 7
\/sin2 α—cos2 β Vs'm2 γ—cos2 β

Therefore the image in A^R/Z) of the map (5.37) is generated by all elements
of the form

_ _
2π 2π 2π 2π 2τr 2π

where a, β, 7 and a, b, c satisfy the above conditions.

Relation with Euclidean case.

We end this section with an application to the Euclidean case. Recall
from Sah [19, chapter 7, § 2] that there are generalized Dehn invariants

Via the isomorphisms of the corollaries 4.6 and 5.18 b) this decomposes into a
sum of homomorphisms

: H0(0(n), <3)\RJ) -*

In particular for p= n— q this map is easily seen to be induced by the first homo-
morphism in the following exact sequence :

Proposition 5.38. Let V—R" and 1 ̂ q^n. Then there is an exact sequence
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of O(n)-modules :

0 ->

Proof. The maps in this sequence are rather obvious, e.g. the first one is
defined by sending a strict flag (C/0=) — Dt/^-i) to the flag U0IV9 Un-g.2/Vq

where V9=Un_q_1. To prove the exactness we use induction on n^q: For
n=q the sequence reduces to ίDq(V)=Δ?R(V). In general the sequences for
Vy Vn~l

y etc. fit into a diagram

0 0

\ \

0 -* Π 3)\Vn-1) -* Π Λ/7(F7)®St(F"-1/F7)

where the vertical sequences are the Lusztig exact sequences (4.7) and (5.23).
The exactness of the top row now easily follows from the exactness of the other
rows.

Again this exact sequence gives rise to a hyperhomology spectral sequence
which can be used for studying 3?(Rn}. Here we just consider the following

EXAMPLE 5.39. £>(R5). In example 4.31 we were left to study JEΓ0(O(5),
^(R5)*), and for this we now consider the spectral sequence corresponding to
the exact sequence in proposition 5.38 for n= 5, q=l. The differentials dr,
r= 1, -- ,4, defined on subgroups of //o(O(5), <Dl(R5y) lands in subquotients of

#r-ι(O(r) x O(5—r), (Λ1)*® St(Λ5-f)t) For r=2 and 4 this group is clearly zero
by "center kills". For r=3 it is also zero since H2(O(3), (R3y=Q (corollary
1.2 b)) and since

^(0(2), (St(R2Y)~H2(0/(2), Z*)«0 mod C2 .

Now clearly d1 coincides with the generalized Dehn invariant ψ£4) and the
only other possibly non-zero differential is d5 landing in a quotient of H4(O(5),
(R5Y). Thus we obtain

Proposition 5.40. The subgroup of £P(JR5) of elements in the kernel of

"Volume" and the Dehn-invariants Ψ(2) and Ψ(4), is isomorphic to the quotient
/ί4(O(5), (Jβ5)*)//, where J is the subgroup generated by the images of the two maps

i) R®H4(0(4), Zt)=fl4(0(l) X 0(4), (RJ®Z*)-»H4(0(5), (RJ)
ii) fla(0(3), (lenQHuOp), Z*)-+H4(0(3) X O(2), (Λγ®Z*)-+H4(O(S), (R5Y).

In i) and ii) R1-*R5 and R3->R5 are the inclusions on the first coordinates
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of R5. Proposition 5.40 shows that Hubert's 3rd problem in R5 is more or
less equivalent with the calculation of the homology group H4(SO(5), R5), a group
which however seems rather out of reach with the present knowledge.

6. The hyperbolic case

We now come to the scissors congruence group for the hyperbolic space
Mn. Let us write G(n) for the group of all isometrics. Thus if as a model for
Mn we take the hypersurface in Rn+1 given by Q(χ)= — 1, #0>0, with Q(x)=

— tfo+#?+ •••+#«, then G(n) = O(l, ri)+ is the subgroup of the orthogonal group
for Q stabilizing the halfspace #0>0. Again we want to study

Not surprisingly we shall use the Tits-complex 3(Mn) of flags of proper hyper-
bolic subspaces (including the zero-dimensional ones, i.e. the points), and
exactly similar to proposition 5.3 we have

Proposition 6.1. Hq(^L(Mn), Z)=Qfor

Therefore we make the following

DEFINITION 6.2. Let

and St(^ί°)=Z be the hyperbolic Steinberg module for G(n).
Similarly to corollary 5.18 and proposition 5.24, we obtain

Proposition 6.3. i)
ii) There is an exact sequence of G(ri)-modules

0 -> St(c4Γ) -> Π StfV"-1) -* ---- > Π St(F°) -> Z -> 0
F«-ι Fo

where Vp runs through all p-dimensional hyperbolic subspaces of Mn.

For Vpc:Mn a hyperbolic subspace let GVP denote the stabilizer for Vp, i.e.
the subgroup of G(n) mapping Vp into itself. Notice that if Mpc:Mn is the
natural inclusion on the first p-\-\ coordinates in the above model then the
stabilizer for Mp is

(6.4) G^p

Therefore again by Shapiro's lemma and "center kills" we have

Lemma 6.5.

a) H*(G(n), [Π St(V*)Y)^H*(G(p) X O(n-p),
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b) In particular for n—p odd

H*(G(n\ [Π St(V>)Y) = Q mod C2 .

Also let us recall (Sah [19, chapter 1, proposition 4.3]) that 9>(M"} is 2-divisible.
Then we can study 3>(^ίn) in low dimensions using the exact sequence in pro-
position 6.3. For n=l, 2, the results are of course already known (cf. Sah [19,

chapter 8]).

EXAMPLE 6.6. ^(Ml). For n=\ we obtain from proposition 6.3

*) mod C2 .

Here G(l)= O(l, 1)+ is the semidirect product of R and Zβ where Zβ acts by
— 1 . In particular

*)**R mod C2

so 3*(Ml}~R and the isomorphism is given by "length".

EXAMPLE 6.7. $>(M2). Using proposition 6.3 and lemma 6.5 we obtain

an exact sequence moe C2

(6.8) #2(0(2), Z') - H2(G(2), Z*)

If we use the upper half plane model for M2, i.e. the set of complex numbers #
with Im#>0, then G(2) is the semidirect product of PS1(2, R) acting as
z\-*(az-{-b)l(cz-\-d) and the Zβ given by z\-* — z. Since Sl(2, R) is perfect
the last term in (6.8) vanishes. Also clearly the first term lies in C2 Now
H2(G(2), Z*)* is equivalent (mod Q to the (— l)-eigenspace in H2(Sl(2, R), Z)

/ _ J Q\

for the automorphism given by conjugating with the matrix ( Q i )• This

eigenspace however is contained in the kernel for the map

(6.9) #2(S1(2, Λ), Z) -* #2(81(3, R), Z)

since on the latter group conjugation by the matrix

i-\ o o\ /—i o o\ /i o o^
0-1 0 0 -1 0

0 0 -1/\0 0-1,

clearly induces the identity. Now the kernel of (6.9) is infinite cyclic (cf. Sah-
Wagoner [21]) corresponding to the central extension given by the universal
covering of Sl(2, K). Hence (6.8) reduces to an exact sequence mod C2
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(6.10) 0 -* Z -> 5>(c#2) - > R\Z -> 0

and it is easy to see that σ is given (up to a factor a power of 2) by

where Δ is a triangle with angles α, /5, 7. From (6.10) and the classical formula

Area(Δ) = π-(a+β+7)

it now easily follows that "Area": S(M2)-^R is an isomorphism.

Notice that if ΓcPSl(2, R) is a discrete subgroup with T\M2 a surface of
genus £>1, then the image of the fundamental class under the composite

H2(Γ\JH2, Z) = H2(Γ, Z) -* H2(G(2), Z*) -> &(J£>)

can be represented by the regular polygon with 4g sides and angle πβg at the
vertices.

EXAMPLE 6.11. £P(c#3). We now prove theorem 1.4:
Using the exact sequence of proposition 6.3 in the same way as in example

(5.29) we obtain an exact sequence mod C2"

(6.12) 0

-> ̂ ι(G(3), [Π StίF1)]1) - #2(G(3), Z*) -> 0 .
F1

Here

>[Π
V1

mod

and again the map

D:
z

is identified with the Dehn invariant.

Now let us use as model for Si* the upper halfspace bounded by the Rie-
mann sphere CΊJ {°°}. Then G(3) is the semidirect product of PS1(2, C) and
Z/2, where PS1(2, C) acts on CU {°°} as the Mobius transformations

z h-> (az+b)l(ca-\-d)

and Z/2 acts by complex conjugation. It follows that

(6.13) #*(G(3), Z^&H^Siφ, C), Z)~ mod C2
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where " indicates the (— l)-eigenspace for the automorphism induced by complex
conjugation. Thus (6.9) is equivalent to the following exact sequence mod C2'

(6.14) 0 -> #3(S1(2, C), Zγ -» $(£?} - > R®R\Z ->

Now by Sah-Wagoner [21]

, C),

and this group is divisible, hence the last map of (6.14) is surjective. Since
£P(c^3) is 2-divisible and R®R\Z is divisible and torsion free we conclude
that (6.14) is exact at these two places. This ends the proof of theorem 1.4.

REMARKS 1. This time H2(Sl(2, C), Z)~=K2(C)~ is the cokernel of the
hyperbolic Dehn invariant Z), and similar to the spherical case the image of D
in R®RIZ is generated by elements of the form

2τr ΔTΐ Δπ

where sin2 α sin2 γ<cos2 β and where i~l cosh a, i~l cosh b, i~l cosh c are given
by the same expression as in the spherical case in section 5 remark 4. However
Sah-Wagoner [21] has already described this group in a simple way as generated
by all elements of the form

- - .
2π

2. If Γ£PS1(2, C) acts discontinuously on $β with compact quotient
then the image of the fundamental class under the composite map.

3, Z} = H3(Γ, Z)

is represented by a polyhedron which is a fundamental domain for Γ acting on

M3.
3. If «: $>(M3)-*R is given by *(P)=Vol(P)/Vol(S3) then the composite

map

#3(S1(2, C), Zγ -> <P(c#3) — R

is the evaluation of the Cheeger-Simons class ~<ί2e/f3(Sl(2, C), C/iZ) or

rather the class corresponding to the imaginary part of the Chern polynomial C2

(the real part obviously vanishes on the ( — l)-eigenspace for conjugation).
Notice that this time there is a natural choice for the chain map of Eilenberg-
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MacLane chain complexes:

(cf. Dupont [9]).

As in the spherical case we now finally obtain

Corollary 6.15. Let 5G#3(S1(2, C), Z)~ be as in the theorem 1.4. Then
a) A hyperbolic polyhedron P in which all dihedral angles are rational multi-

ples of π determines a homology class P£Ξίf3(Sl(2, C), Σ)~ /B. Furthermore

b) Let <J£G£P(J#3) be the kernel of D. Then J£ has infinite rank.

c) The restriction of Vol: JC-*R has countable image.

d) Vol and D are separating invariants for 9?(M3) iff the evaluation

<44 ->: #3(S1(2, C), zγ - R
N ^ /

has kernel in C2

In another paper with C.-H.Sah we shall extend the results on £P(c^3) to

the extended hyperbolic space where the polyhedra may have some (or all)

vertices lying on the boundary of <$P.
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